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Big DreamBooks
BACK TO SCHOOL DRIVE

The

Swodaem Media was in charge of developing a social media pres-
ence in advance of the relaunch of Travis Perry's first book, "I AM,"
and his second, "Imagine That." We assisted with radio advertising,

social media graphics, community interaction, and event
management advice for their first annual Back-To-School event.

Big Dream
Books
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2Book Launches / Virtual BookTour
Social MediaManagement / EventMarketing

“Swodaem media help take me and my business to the next level. They are a
one-stop shop for all of our digital marketing needs. They allowed us to
maximize our involvement in the process while remaining a reliable partner.
I’d recommend them to anyone trying to create unique ways to market
themselves and gain exposure. The Swodaem team are very creative people,
and they know their stuff. They were straightforward and gave real answers
to questions instead of flowery words and hyperbole. Looking forward to
doing more work in the near future!”

- Travis Perry, CEO
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“I highly recommend using this amazing company for all of your
business and media needs. They provide fast and professional service
andwell cater toeveryneeddownto the smallestdetail.They recently
did my logo and website and made sure that I was satisfied each step
of the way!! No matter the job or service, this media company will
help you in any way they can.”

- Rashad Tarpley, Author

OCT2020 - NOV2020



Rashad's social media
visuals were designed
by Swodaem Media as
part of the 2020 Virtual
Book Tour.

Rashad hired us to develop a landing page for
the launch of his new book. "The Raven and

Sky Adventures."

Rashad the
Author



Moments
With The
Mobleys
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Podcast Production / Website Management
Social Media Management



NOV 2019 - Present

Johnnie & Deirdra Mobley
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We were in charge of keeping the Moments With The
Mobleys' youtube page up to date with new brand content.



Website & Social Media GraphicsMoments With The Mobleys Podcast

MWTM
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Swodaem Media is in charge of producing "Moments With The
Mobleys," a podcast. The Mobleys began their podcast with only
audio distribution and later expanded to include both video and
audio. We were in charge of creating a social media presence, a

YouTube channel, an Audioboom podcast dashboard, and a variety
of collaborative community engagement activities. With post

updates, social media graphics, and video edits such as reels and
stories, we administer the MWTM website and private social media

groups.

The Mobleys expanded their podcast to include three other branches
as a result of their success: Chop It Up, Unpack This, and a personal
vlog. We're in charge of curating brand partnerships and creating

brand collateral including ads and social media graphics.



YouTube Video Thumbnails
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Social Media Management / Video Editing & Production
Print Media Design / Digital Marketing
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TAYLOR

Swodaem Media is in charge of generating Facebook,
Instagram, and TikTok social media visuals, reels, and stories.
Chef engaged us to handle her social media platforms,
including YouTube, as well as to post promotions for upcoming
events and items. Brochures, flyers, welcome cards, and other
print media were designed by us. We also create and edit

videos and digital artwork for her blog site.

CHEF AHKI
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“Let me tell you about my secret
sauce to success.. And it’s all
wrapped up in #blackfamily

#blackbusiness. My newsletter
images, my event promotions, my
video ads, my fb ads, edited content
& all social memes etc. are made

possible because of
@swodaemmedia.

- Chef Ahki Taylor



Chef
Ahki

MAY 2021 - Present



Chef Ahki Taylor



Swodaem Media was tasked
with producing social media

visuals as well as building
and monitoring a social

media presence for a rapidly
expanding real estate broker-

age firm. For her Facebook
and Instagram accounts, we

created, edited, and
distributed video projects.

APR 2021 - Present



MAY 2021 - Present

LOJ FIT CLUB

Swodaem Media is in charge of editing previously
recorded material into long format videos for
YouTube and IGTV, as well as small format films for
Instagram and TikTok reels and stories.



Swodaem Media was
in charge of product

photography, company
headshots, and social
media commercials.
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Swodaem Media
was tasked with
creating a print

biography.
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“This company is truly a
blessing! Not only are they

able to make my vision come
alive on graphics and on my

church website! Their step-by-
step instructions, easy ac-
cessibility, and turnaround
services are exemplary.”

- Annette Bellamy , Lead Pastor

Swodaem Media was in charge of generating social media graphics,
print media designs, and special event video creation.

Victorious Life
Community Church
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Jeff Brinson
Insurance

Swodaem Media was
tasked with creating social

media visuals, event
advertising, and

videography.
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“Jameson is our go to resource for all things media related. Whether it's print
or digital media, he's the very best! Super knowledgeable, friendly and re-
sponsive! I highly recommend his services.” - Jeff Brinson



Tahj’s
Tees

“It was a pleasure working with Swodaem media. Allison and Jameson
listened to what our vision was for the company and ran with it . They

produced quality commercials, flyers, digital footage at events and ran our
social media. They tailored their services to fit what our brand marketing

needs were. Very professional team!”

-Brittany Perry, CEO

Website administration, social media content generation,
video production, and marketing advising were all

handled by Swodaem Media.
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The
Embassy
Church

Swodaem Media was
tasked with creating a

stream frame, social media
advertising visuals, and

audio / video creation for
reels and stories for the

Administrate 2021 Summit.
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Thank you
We hope to be of service to your business in the very near future!

- Jameson & Allison Meadows


